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Discipline and Classroom Management
Effective schools have a class organizational personality, characterized by stated
missions, goals, values and standards of performance. They have a sense of order,
purpose and direction fostered by consistency among teachers; an atmosphere of
encouragement in which students are praised and rewarded, a work-cantered
environment and high optimism and expectations for student learning.
A component of an effective school is a plan for addressing student behaviour when it
is disruptive, distractive, antisocial, whether to others or the student him/her self.
Educators cannot make the assumption that the students entering a school have a
clear understanding of what constitutes acceptable behaviour. Rather that placing
blame or deflecting responsibility from unacceptable behaviour, educators must
include behavioural expectations as a key component of classroom instruction and
school management strategies.
Classroom teachers and school staff may utilize a number of intervention strategies.
These include as appropriate.
1) Time out: A student may be asked to put his/her seat in a different part of the
room, outside the classroom door, or in the office. Under no circumstances should a
student in the time-out be unsupervised. A time-out is only effective if the time-out
environment is non-reinforcing. Time out should be limited to a short duration.
2) Informal take: A school official will talk to the student to try to reach an
agreement regarding how the pupil is expected to behave.
3) Conference: a formal conference is held between the student and one or more
school officials. During this conference, the student must agree to correct his/her
behaviour. This conference will be recorded in the principals' behaviour file.
4) Penalties and fines: These involve the removal of a specific amount of reenforcers following an infraction, points, tokens, or privileges, including participation
in extracurricular activities, (commonly used as re-enforcers to reward behaviour.
This intervention does not work with all children.)
5) After school detention: Students may be assigned after-school detention by a
school staff member for up to ½ hour per school day. The student will report to the
detention five minutes after the end of classes. This detention shall be supervised

- 2by a school staff member, parents or legal guardian will be informed of the detention
for that day or it may be set for the following day so that the transportation home is

arranged. Any detention shall be accompanied by a discussion of the behavioural
problem(s) that caused detention to be assigned.
6) Parent intervention: Regular communication with parents can serve to minimize
misbehaviour. The effectiveness of parent intervention for behavioural problems is
enhanced when parents receive routine communication from classroom teacher and
school officials about student progress when there are no behavioural difficulties.
7) Student behaviour referral: Significant misbehaviour may justify referral to the
principal when other intervention strategies have not had the expected result.
8) Behavioural contract: One or another of the referral mechanisms may lead to a
"behavioural contract" being developed for an individual pupil. The behavioural
contract will specify what types of behaviour area issue for the individual and what
types of penalties or incentives will be applied to correct the behaviour. The
behavioural contract will require the input and signature of the student, his/her
parents, the principal and the classroom teacher. These contracts will be kept on
record by the principal.
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School Information

AIS is a "Learning Community"

The staff is aware that they are dealing with students who are still learning
responsibility. AIS, does not expect them, without guidance to understand what
responsibility is and to behave responsibly. AIS realize that dealing with student's
behaviour is part of the job. AIS, also recognizes the importance of sharing the
behavioural expectations and methods of handling student misbehaviour with the
parents so that AIS and the parents can work as partners for the benefit of the
students. It is our shared responsibility to teach students about their rights and
responsibilities and to encourage positive behaviour.
Students must clearly comprehend each other's rights, so they can understand their
responsibilities and are then able to follow the acceptable behaviour expected from
them. The ultimate goal of a solid discipline program in partnership between school
and home is to work towards the development of well behaved students who respect
their parents, teacher, peers and self.
At AIS, all students have basic rights and responsibilities. If anyone violates
another's' rights, he/she must accept the consequences of his/her chosen actions.
AIS students are taught that they are in control of their actions, and that the way
they choose to behave will result in consequences (both, positive or negative).
His/her quality of empathy, conscience, self control, respect, kindness, tolerance and
fairness are developed in the students both through informed and formal instruction.
It is important to note that students who choose not to comply with the school's
behavioural expectations and who therefore face consequences for their actions are
always treated with dignity.
AIS, is simply holding students responsible for their actions.
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SCHOOL RELATED PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS
From time to time, parents may wish to bring problems or concerns to the attention
of appropriate school officials. To assist parents in this regard, the following general
guidelines maybe helpful.
1.

The parent should first raise any concern regarding a school related matter
with the staff member most directly involved. ( no side talking or rumours
are allowed)
2. If the matter remains unresolved, the parents and staff member should
contact the principal. The principal has authority to make final judgments
regarding student discipline and other building policy matters.
3. If the parent continues to feel the problem is not resolved, the parents, the
principal and the Chair of the Board will meet to resolve the issue with
confidentiality.

We urge the parents use the progressive steps outlined above as the teacher or
other staff member most directly involved can address most problems satisfactorily.
Starting "at the top" inevitably results in no decision and the matter being remanded
to the staff member most directly involved.
Parents and school personnel are expected to show each other respect in all
communication and to listen to the others view points. Such respectful and reasoned
communication between the parents and school personnel is helpful in obtaining
satisfactory resolution of concerns.

Respectful School Agreements
We will show respect for our school by keeping it neat and clean.
We will show respect for ALL members of our school.
We will respect teaching and learning time.
We will respect feelings and opinions of ALL.
We keep our feet and hands to ourselves.
We solve our problems in a respectful manner and get help if it is necessary.
We respect individual differences.

R-E-S-P-E-C-T
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Tips for parents
o Talk to your children about their school day. Encourage them to
share what they learned with you.

o Be sure your children get enough sleep on school nights.
It is difficult for them to concentrate when they are tired.
o Start the day off with a low carbohydrate, less sugar breakfast.
o Send nutritious snacks to, and lunch to school
. All snacks must be Peanut and Sesame FREE.
We will be discussing healthy alternatives, by putting a ban on total junk food (chips,
chocolate bars, candy) on a daily basis. Fats and sugar are detrimental to your child's
ability to concentrate. Carbohydrates (fats) tend to make a person sleepy and less
able to concentrate, where as sugar makes a person hyper and unable to have an
attention span need for learning
o Praise your children for their positive efforts. DO NOT compare their
performance to that of their siblings or peers. Students learn at different
rates, and all students have different strengths and weakness. Get to know
what they are in order to be able to better help your child achieve success
with their endeavours.

Expose your child to a variety of experience. Go with them to places like
the museums, zoo, bookstores, and library. Participate in healthy family activities.
Lessen the amount of worthless television programs, replacing them with puzzle
building, reading together, or learning a craft, sport, or just talking.

Read to your children and allow them to see you reading. Children
learn by example.
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Tips for students
o Have all the materials you need for a class at school. This includes completed
homework assignments, notes, books & equipment requested by the teacher.
o Be organized, it is easier to study from neat, orderly note books.
o Listen attentively to lessons and ask question for clarification, make positive
constructive contributions, do not ridicule your peers, help them like you would
like to be helped.

o If you need extra help ask your teacher to meet with you to discuss a plan
o Record all homework assignments in your daily planner and make sure it is kept
up-dated.

o Give yourself ample time to complete
assignments and to study for tests and exams.
o Talk to your parents about school and accept their assistance.
o Get plenty of sleep and eat nutritiously.
o Read daily, pick a topic of interest to you, and treat it as an activity. (Pick a
time and place) (your favourite chair, before sleeping, etc.) Like all activities,
just 20 minutes a day to start is good, trust me in no time you forget about the
time and enjoy reading.
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CODE OF BEHAVIOUR
AIS, maintains a firm and caring code of behaviour that is positive in nature. This
involves courtesy, respect, obedience, cooperation and safety.
Students are expected:
To willingly follow class rules
To do assignments on time and neatly
To maintains good student habits to the best of their ability.
Class disruption, cheating, Lying, rudeness, disobedience, refusal to do assignments,
minor fighting, throwing objects that could cause injury, temper tantrums, or other
improper behaviour can and will lead to suspension.
Parents will be informed of any problem, a first and second warning will be given (it is
expected that parents will take appropriate measures in support of the school's
behaviour code)
Upon the third such infraction:
• A conference will be setup with the child, parents, principal and teacher.
• The school will present a mandatory 2-week plan for the child which all will
sign.
• The parents and the school will each have a copy of this plan which will clearly
state the consequences if the child does not demonstrate improvement within
2 weeks.
• Students are responsible for completion of any work assignments to them
during their period of suspension.
• Upon returning to the school, the child must apologize for his/her misbehaviour
and pledge to improve his/her behaviour.

Please see attached booklet of AIS's Rules and Discipline, in more detail.
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Volunteers need
The school is looking for dedicated volunteers to help throughout the school year.
This is an opportunity for interested parents to get involved and at the same time to
learn the aspects of the school process.
If you can volunteer two hours per week call Ahmed Essa (our secretary) at 489-1300
We will be glad to accept your offer and will be more than happy to find a place
where we may effectively make use of your time

TRANSPORATION
AIS, does not provide bus service. Transportation is the responsibility of parents.
Car pooling arranged among parents is one way to meet transportation needs. Please
contact the office if you are able to help a family in need of transportation.
Safety Traffic
Our school parking lot is very congested in the morning and at dismissal time. Please
remember that you are driving in a school zone and you need to be extra-cautious.
SLOW-DOWN, BE VIGILANT and do not stop your vehicle in the middle of the road.
Kindly park your vehicle in the back of the parking lot and then walk with your child if
you would like to walk your child into the school.

Remember: Do not idle – Turn off the engine

